Vi o l e n C e a n d d e s i r e a r e C e n t r a l components in hagiographical accounts about women, for the early christian tradition marked as holy those who maintained their faith in the face of sexual assault, painful torture, and violent death.
1 Karen a. Winstead provides a useful overview of the types of narratives written about virgin martyrs in Virgin Martyrs: Legends of Sainthood in Late Medieval England (ithaca, N.Y.: cornell university press, 1997), 5-10.
2 Marc Glasser offers a brief discussion of this type in "Marriage in Medieval Hagiography," in Studies in Medieval and Renaissance History 4, ed. J. a. S. evans and R. W. unger (Vancouver: university of British columbia, committee for Medieval Studies, 1981), 1-34. 3 The principal authority on chaste marriage is Dyan elliott, Spiritual Marriage: Sexual Abstinence in Medieval Wedlock (princeton, N.J.: princeton university press, 1993). i use the term chaste marriage here in the same way elliott uses spiritual marriage, that is, a legally binding marriage in which the couple mutually agree to live without sexual contact. on both traditions and, in so doing, produces a story about female desire and sanctity that is at odds with both narrative types.
The structure of La vie seinte Audrée (The life of Saint audrey), an anglo-Norman poem that describes the life and two marriages of the royal abbess AEthelthryth (d. 679), includes elements from both types of virgin martyr narratives, casting the anglo-Saxon queen and founder of the english monastery at ely as a woman who successfully negotiated the social demands of marriage even as she steadfastly preserved her virginity for God. 5 Recently, scholars have investigated the thematic, linguistic, and cultural aspects of this late-twelfth or early-thirteenth-century poem, but little attention has been paid to its narrative structure. 6 This is a significant omission, for La vie seinte Audrée describes the saint's two arranged marriages in terms that accord with both the model narratives described above: the first is portrayed much like the account of cecilia and Valerian, in which they resolved on their wedding night to live in perfect chastity; the second marriage is recast as a variation of the faithful resistance model when the husband, thinking to consummate the union through force, assaulted his wife. AEthelthryth, or here audrée, wrestled the aggressive husband to the ground, physically overcoming him, and then persuaded him to allow her to leave their marriage for a religious career. in crafting a scenario about the second husband's zealous determination and audrée's resistance, the author-a woman who identified herself only as "Marie"-positioned the saint, who was not tortured or killed for her beliefs, as an "honorary virgin martyr," a term coined by Jocelyn Wogan-Browne to describe women whose lives conform to this hagiographical type. 7 like agnes, audrée resisted the social demand that she submit to this marriage, endured an attempted rape, and retained her purity in the face of male aggression. By representing audrée's marital life as one that threatened her resolve, Marie used La vie seinte Audrée to situate a local saint among the most elite group of holy women, the virgin martyrs. To be sure, this type of embellishment was common in hagiographical writing about women, for the attempted rape narrative loomed large in the tradition. Marie took great liberties with her source, however, when presenting audrée's first marriage, which was aligned with the chaste marriage model epitomized by the life of cecilia.
Marie described audrée's first union as one of steadfast chastity, one mutually agreed upon, but the author adjusted the generic formula by adding a unique element: she presented the saint as a martyr figure who endured the torment of her own physical desires and who controlled these impulses through self-mortification. instead of presenting the husband's desire as a threat to the saint's purity (the common trope that Marie used when describing the second marriage), the author elected to focus on the saint's interior struggle with her own physicality during this first marriage, for it was audrée who experienced sexual desire for her spouse, it was she who had to resist the carnality of her own body, and it was she who suffered great torment and, as a result, was able to experience a kind of martyrdom. 8 The presentation of a female saint having sexual desire was not copied from any source text or borrowed from another saint's life; in truth, it appears as a strange aberration on the hagiographical landscape. 9 The reasons for this portrayal remain elusive, but Marie hinted at her motives. Throughout the first half of the poem the narrator offered a series 7 Wogan-Browne, Saints' Lives, 123-50. Glasser ("Marriage," 23) notes that married saints became much more popular in the late Middle ages, in part because the establishment of christianity throughout europe made martyrdom rare. 8 This presentation might be drawn from 1 corinthians 7:28. 9 Jane Tibbetts Schulenburg notes that accounts of eremitic and monastic male saints often include sexual temptation and desire as well as mortification of the flesh, but generally accounts of female saints do not identify sexual desire as a cause for women's self-mortification ("Saints and Sex, ca. 500-1100: Striding down the Nettled path of life," of comments on the nature of marriage. These asides demonstrate that Marie specifically addressed women's experience, and they suggest that she imagined an audience of aristocratic widows (quite possibly ones who later adopted religious vocations) who could well understand the terms of audrée's choices. 10 Specifically, the ongoing commentary serves as a guide to understanding this vie, since these interruptions demonstrate how the audience could compare its experiences in marriage with those of this twice-married queen and abbess. as the following demonstrates, Marie clarified how women could negotiate their own lives by presenting audrée as a woman who had real-life experiences, including carnal desire. Furthermore, the author illustrated how audrée, who was not tortured or killed for her beliefs, could participate in christ's martyrdom by resisting those desires. Marie's presentation, therefore, illustrates how virgin martyr narratives were adapted to meet the demands of aristocratic female readers whose circumstances prevented them from emulating agnes or cecilia but who might have appreciated the real problems audrée endured as a wife and religious devotee. The following, then, examines the unique presentation of marriage offered in La vie seinte Audrée, focusing first on audrée's sexual desire and her self-inflicted punishment and, second, on Marie's commentary on marriage and the audience to whom she was speaking.
La vie seinte Audrée is an anglo-Norman poem of 4,620 lines written in octosyllabic couplets. place its composition in the late twelfth or early thirteenth century. 12 The author identified herself in the final lines, asking that she be remembered for her devotion to audrée, and June Hall Mccash contends that she may well have been the author known as Marie de France. 13 Marie's source was a lengthy latin account included in the Liber Eliensis (Book of ely), the twelfth-century chronicle of audrée's monastic foundation. a prose vita opens the monastic history and details audrée's childhood, the genealogy of her east anglian royal family, her alliances through marriage, and her position as abbess of ely.
14 as might be expected, the chronicle focused primarily on audrée's asceticism and her role as ely's founder. particularly important to understanding Marie's choices as an author was the literary history behind her text. The latin vita, like earlier hagiographical texts about audrée, did not account for the chastity of the first marriage, but it did offer an amplification of Bede's original text, which included the claim that her second marriage had never been consummated. in the Historia ecclesiastica gentis anglorum (ecclesiastical History of the english people, finished in 731), Bede asserted that audrée's second marriage lasted for twelve years and that her husband attempted to bribe a bishop to pressure his wife into consummating their union. audrée refused and was allowed to join a nunnery, after which she founded the monastery at ely. 15 This narrative was repeated in the Liber Eliensis, but the chronicler went further by inventing an episode in which audrée's second husband, egfrid, attempted to reclaim his wife by force after she became a nun. 16 Thus, the hagiographical tradition had explained the social and political hurdles audrée negotiated to retain her chastity while extracting herself from the second marriage, but these accounts had largely ignored audrée's first husband or her life with him. 17 details about the second marriage, she invented a completely new narrative, one that allowed the reader to imagine the practical realities of a life of marital chastity. These additions drew upon hagiographical conventions, but they included a decidedly unorthodox representation of desire within conjugal chastity.
When describing the events of audrée's life just prior to the first marriage, Marie indicated that audrée had promised her virginity to Jesus and, because she wished to live in his chamber, "she spent all her days in prayers / and disciplined and mortified her body."
18 Marie utilized a common hagiographical trope when she explained that audrée's parents arranged the marriage despite their daughter's protestations. in keeping with twelfthcentury canon law, which required consent of both parties, Marie contended that the virgin's objections were overcome "by divine providence [Par la divine purveiance]," and she acquiesced. 19 Once the wedding took place, the author then described audrée and her first husband, Tonbert, as mutually content with their relationship:
One body, one heart, and one desire These two had spiritually. Between them, there was not any discord Nor strife but only a sweet and holy life. 20 in this description of their contentment Marie suggested that the wife and husband adopted the pauline lesson that the two cleave together and become one flesh, for the two have "one body, one heart, and one will."
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The writer carefully distinguished, however, the "one body" as a spiritual state, not a representation of the physical aspects of the marriage. couple's association, the author contended, was sweet and peaceful, cooperative and holy, but not corporeal or sexual. This assertion might suggest a lack of emotional attachment between the two, but Marie emphasized audrée's regard for her husband when she described the saint as weeping at the untimely death of son amy, her "friend" or "loved one," after only a few years of marriage. 23 Ostensibly, Marie's presentation of this first marriage accorded well with the elements of the chaste marriage model, but her account of audrée's daily life with Tonbert altered the narrative formula. in most accounts of conjugal chastity the (usually male) spouse must be persuaded to become a christian, and only then does he understand the necessity of sexual renunciation. Marie did not place Tonbert in this role, for no conversion scene occurred on their wedding night, and the lack thereof suggested his previous status as a christian and his acceptance of audrée's demand for a chaste marriage. 24 What is more, Tonbert did not express desire for his wife, nor did he pressure his wife to consummate their union. as a result, no divine intervention separated the couple, and audrée did not articulate the value of a spiritual reward over a sexual one, as in the life of cecilia. Significantly, Marie did not even remark on Tonbert's sexual desire; he, like audrée, appeared committed to chastity from the outset, and upon his death "God gave him the kingdom of heaven / as a reward for his chastity." 23 La vie seinte Audrée, line 367. i note here the multiple connotations of amy as "friend," "lover," or "companion." The nuances of this phrase are important, for in the absence of consummation, evidence of affection could render a marriage valid. See James a. This passage illustrates the complicated generic requirements that Marie negotiated as a writer. She underscored audrée's purity, even as she presented the difficulties inherent in chaste marriage. Those difficulties included being physically attracted to one's spouse, enduring the pain of unfulfilled sexual desire, and disciplining the body to control the lust caused by the couple's close proximity. Knowing that they have chosen well (and with mutual accord) did not erase the real pain of sexual desire, Marie contended. indeed, the author pitted the practical against the ideal by showing audrée's struggle between her conflicting desires, the desire for sexual contact, and the desire for a spiritual reward. Marie further emphasized this tension by situating audrée's blessedness directly against the physical torment she endured by rhyming bonuree (blessed) with tormenté (tormented) in the first couplet. it seems as if Marie wanted her audience to be fully aware of audrée's choice and the remarkable situation in which she lived. Marie went further by infusing the text with charged language, electing the word volunté, which can be rendered either as "passion," "desire," or "will," to describe the couple's carnal feelings. indeed, La vie seinte Audrée is striking for the deliberate repetition of words related to concupiscence (désir, volunté, charnel, talent, coveitise) and its effects (anguisa, tormenté), repeated throughout the poem. These words demonstrate the importance of physical desire as a theme in Marie's narrative, and they provide a constant reminder of the tension she presented between secular marriage and one's spiritual life. 27 For example, Marie explained how audrée replaced sexual desire with a spiritual desire:
The desire which was put in her heart Was overtaken by the Holy Spirit. By the torments that she endured She vanquished all carnal desires. 28 This passage, because of its ambiguity, is significant. if surpris is rendered as "inflamed," as Jane Zatta has suggested, "le desir k'en son quer" could be understood to mean that "the desire for God" was inflamed by the Holy Spirit. if "overtaken" is used, as i have here, the desire referred to in the first line could be understood as either "the desire for God" or "a fleshly desire," which parallels the final line. in this case, the meaning might be that the Holy Spirit has overtaken the carnal desire in her heart and redirected it. if so, the first and second lines indicate that the Holy Spirit was working in audrée, but the third and fourth lines stress audrée's agency in handling her sexual desires. Despite the ambiguity of the referent, Marie asserted that it was audrée who vanquished carnality; she suggested that regardless of divine intervention, audrée herself had to mitigate her own desires. Marie acknowledged the importance of agency, therefore, even as she assured her audience that this wife had the ability to guard her virginity. 29 in pointing to the practicalities of marriage, Marie framed audrée's humanity by articulating her physical desires and by showing that a married woman, even a holy one, could feel conflicted by her choices. in stressing audrée's torment, Marie positioned the virgin as being aware of her body and its sexual demands. Here, the female saint's body was not sexless or dispassionate, a trope common in many narratives about virgins; instead, audrée's body was fully responsive, and her corporeal impulses caused her much pain. in contrast to the augustinian model of the woman transformed into an "honorary male spirit" when she attained salvation, Marie insisted that, at least on earth, audrée remained a woman affected by the same concerns as other women, including those who might have read her narrative or heard it read.
30 in sexualizing audrée's body, Marie acknowledged the physical realities of a woman's lived experience-the body's desires, its pleasures, and its punishments-and she demonstrated how a female saint experienced these realities. The author indicated, moreover, the body's natural sexuality, for when she described audrée's desire "to live in Jesus's chamber," the author indicated that even before audrée married it was necessary for the saint to punish and discipline her flesh. 31 as noted above, mortification was a standard topos when writing the lives of the desert fathers but not one included in narratives about virginal women. in the description of these early male saints, all too often the men struggled with their sexual desire, eventually retreating from the world to avoid the temptation offered by women's bodies. a gendered formula, therefore, frames early hagiography: men, whether lay or religious, have desire and handle it either appropriately or inappropriately; and women, if lay, are Jezebels who tempt men or, if religious, are virgins who deflect male desire. Marie's narrative changed this binary, presenting a virgin who has already professed a spiritual desire to be a bride of christ experiencing innate sexual desire not for christ, as is the case with many women mystics, but for her secular husband. like 29 the hagiographical accounts about men who face sexual temptation, La vie seinte Audrée focused on audrée's agency, on the saint's ability to manage her own physicality and the realities of her marriage. The description of audrée's desire is striking for its bald acceptance of a devoted christian virgin who experienced carnal desire both as a single woman and as a newly married one. While a typical virgin martyr expressed a desire to remain chaste for God, La vie seinte Audrée indicated that sexual desire was an interior threat, one that needed to be exorcized to illustrate the saint's true devotion. in her narrative Marie portrayed both audrée's spiritual focus and her body's carnality as combatant desires so that the choice of God became one that required self-abnegation, and thus, the author crafted a unique situation in hagiographical writing about female saints. 32 indeed, this element appears to be particular to La vie seinte Audrée, for i have located only two other lives in which a female saint explicitly experienced carnal desire, that of christina of Markyate (d. ca. 1155) and that of Justina of antioch (d. ca. 300). Both narratives are similar in that a devil instigates the desire; desire in these lives is not innate to the female saint. For example, christina lived for a time with a hermit in his narrow cell, and while she was there a "devil [diabolus]" or "something opposed to chastity [castitatis inimicus]" took advantage of the saint and the cleric with whom she was living. The cleric was moved to lust, and while christina "struggled with this wretched passion," she "violently resisted the desires of her flesh" through "long fastings, little food, and that only of raw herbs, a measure of water to drink, nights spent without sleep, harsh scourgings." There is some similarity here with Marie's vie, for, like christina's desire for the hermit, audrée's desire for Tonbert emerged when she cohabited with him, and she only resisted her impulses by mortifying her flesh. The cause, however, differed. christina's biographer attributed the desire to a diabolical force; Marie indicated that desire is intrinsic to audrée's body and not caused by an exterior agent.
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By contrast, Marie did not explain how audrée handled her sexual desires. castigating the flesh was a well-known trope in narratives about saintly male monks and hermits, but all too often the model narratives about virgins simply repeated the sexual tortures that these women endured, and they were never described as experiencing sexual desire themselves. 35 Rarely did these women punish their own bodies as men did, and when they did, it was an act designed to discourage men from raping them.
36 corporal violence was a requisite of the martyr narrative, and all too often the narrators of the virgin martyrs describe the tortures inflicted in excruciating detail, inviting the reader to participate in the event. even while Marie used this trope, however, she chose not to position her audience as voyeurs of audrée's self-inflicted torments. She never discussed how audrée controlled her own body; she only repeated that audrée vanquished all desire through self-mortification. 37 Marie's refusal to offer specific detail is intriguing, a decision perhaps made because of her position as a female author writing about a female saint. She opted to present audrée's choice without focusing on the pain inflicted on the body. indeed, attention is drawn to the pain 34 as will be discussed briefly later in this article, the issue of desire changed in Marie's description of audrée's second marriage. There, audrée had no carnal desire (line 863) and despised it (line 1428); instead, it was her husband who was "desirous [curius]" of her (line 1005). Marie suggested that in this second marriage audrée experienced temptation that came from the devil (lines 1313-14): "Si out ele temptation / De l'enemi et agoillion [Still she had temptation / From the enemy and his barbs]." Thus, the demands of the second marriage were represented much like christina's desire, that is, as an outward temptation. Glasser notes ("Marriage," 12) that attributing desire to the influence of the devil was a common topos in medieval hagiography. On the theology regarding sexual desire see Mary B. cunningham, "'Shutting the Gates of the Soul': Spiritual Treatises on Resisting the passions," in Desire and Denial in Byzantium, ed. liz James (aldershot, u.K.: ashgate, 1999), 23-32. cunningham indicates that all of the writers in her study experienced desire because of a tempter, which makes Marie's story of audrée's innate desire even more compelling. For a general overview of early christian sexual asceticism see peter Brown, The Body and Society: Men, Women and Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity (New York: columbia university press, 1988).
35 Schulenburg ("Saints and Sex," 211-13) discusses several ways in which male saints mortified their flesh in order to resist sexual temptation. See also Megan Mclaughlin, "The Bishop in the Bedroom: Witnessing episcopal Sexuality in an age of Reform," in this issue for examples of the male control of sexual desire. 36 The exception, as Jane Tibbetts Schulenburg notes, were those virgins who disfigured their bodies to prevent rape; see her "The Heroics she experienced from sexual desire, not the pain she felt by exorcizing it. Marie's narrative, then, altered the cultural poetics of desire as it has been presented in medieval hagiography and constructed a new formula in which desire was acknowledged and yet still managed.
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The crowning point of the embellishments in La vie seinte Audrée comes when Marie insisted that because of these carnal desires it was necessary for audrée "to live as a martyr," apparently because she willingly endured pain and suffering for her faith. certainly, Marie's amplifications illustrate how the saint enacted the behavior of the virgin martyrs: audrée was forced into marriage, she resisted sexual assault, she forwent the conjugal demands of marriage, and she experienced physical torment, but, unlike cecilia, she was not asked to renounce her faith, nor was she killed because she chose God over her husbands. The martyrdom, according to Marie, came from castigating the flesh and denying the body's needs. By shifting the terms of martyrdom, Marie brought to the fore what other narratives about holy christian women denied: that women, even holy virgins, had sexual desire and that all women, regardless of their circumstances, could participate in christian martyrdom by managing these desires.
audrée's daily torments as a wife were so strong, Marie contended, that audrée extinguished them with the pain of self-torture, and in so doing audrée emulated the suffering and pain of the martyrs, who endured physical pain for their spiritual conviction. Yet, unlike the faithful resistance model in which the virgin was tortured to renounce her belief, audrée was tormented by unfulfilled sexual desire and by her refusal to act upon her sexual impulses. and, as Marie indicated, audrée punished herself in order to subdue these impulses. in effect, she was both the tormented and the tormentor.
in a strange approximation of the physical attack enacted upon the virgin martyr agnes, tortured so that she would renounce christianity, the torment imposed on audrée demonstrated how sexual desire was an indirect threat to her faith; physical desire could easily have affected her chaste resolve and, by extension, have rendered her less holy. Yet this did not seem to be Marie's point. in describing audrée as both the subject who desired and the object that received the torment because of those desires, Marie staged a martyrdom for a saint who was not pressured to renounce her christian beliefs, one more appropriate to Marie's audience, who needed never to fear martyrdom in their time. Still, the terms were exactly those that constituted the basic elements of the virgin martyr narrative: sexual desire, bodily torture, and resistance to carnality. as clare lees asserts in her discussion of sexuality and desire in anglo-Saxon literature, "sexuality is what matters in the female saint's life, but as a source of temptation it must be seen to be understood and therefore denied." 39 Marie's text is exceptional in that the author made audrée's sexuality explicit by demonstrating that audrée experienced sexual desire and by illustrating that the saint herself participated in christian martyrdom by successfully denying the demands of her physicality.
By presenting the saint as both subject and object of torture, Marie afforded audrée agency in the choice of a chaste marriage and in the continued preservation of her chastity in the face of temptation. although Bede and other sources had explained audrée's virginity within marriage as owing to God's grace, in La vie seinte Audrée Marie demonstrated how audrée managed her desires and negotiated the conflicting loyalties of marriage and religious devotion. 40 all too easily, then, Marie's audience could understand the very real sacrifice audrée made for her faith. The seventh-century saint became less removed from the experience of those living in the early thirteenth century and a more familiar person because of the negotiations of her marriage. Marie's articulation of audrée's conflict made the saint's life, which might otherwise have been seen as improbable, miraculously unique, and too difficult to accomplish, more understandable to her audience. Marie's emphasis on conjugal chastity implied that even married people might enjoy a kind of holiness, lesser to be sure, but holiness just the same. Thus, her point seems to be fourfold: (1) that holiness and marriage were not mutually exclusive; (2) that women, even holy ones, had physical desires; (3) that despite their social obligations, women had the ability to control their own lives and could choose to live in greater holiness; and (4) that women could emulate the lives of the martyrs through self-abnegation. 41 This anomalous presentation thus transformed a rather incredible narrative about audrée's evasion of her conjugal duties into a more plausible story about the saint's marital and spiritual choices. Marie, in fact, seemed concerned to shape this story in a way that presented audrée's behavior not only as credible but also as completely intelligible. as she stressed, Marie anticipated the incredulity with which her audience might respond to the narrative of a twice-married virgin. Speaking directly to this concern, she reminded her audience of Bede's authority before mentioning the marriage of Mary and Joseph, Jesus's parents, who lived in similar true purity. Describing audrée and Tonbert's marriage specifically, Marie drew on her source, the Liber Eliensis, in her assertion that audrée intentionally emulated the Virgin Mary. 43 The account of Mary and Joseph authorized audrée's choice, for Marie's audience would have been all too familiar with the requirements of the conjugal debt, which according to pauline tradition required husband and wife to render their bodies to the other. 44 So that "one might not doubt or not believe / That their way of life was not true," Marie coupled the reference to Mary and Joseph with another extraordinary account of chaste marriage, that of eucaliste, a humble shepherd, and his wife, Marie.
45 in listing others who emulated Mary and Joseph, Marie intimated that even the most humble could live in chastity and be honored for their sacrifice, just as Tonbert was honored by God for his chaste marriage with audrée. in presenting her portrait of the saint's first marriage, Marie, then, made a direct link to the past and allowed her audience to consider how a local english woman emulated the lives of those who lived so long before. in making audrée's situation familiar, Marie also rendered the story of Mary and Joseph's chastity more accessible to her audience, even as she demonstrated the consequences of this choice. The result: La vie seinte Audrée suggested that all married women, whether princesses or humble shepherds' wives, had the ability to administer successfully the terms of marriage and physical desire.
Wogan-Browne eloquently argues that Marie's vernacular poem demonstrates the various roles available to aristocratic women among whom this text may have circulated; she adds that the saint's ownership and disposal of her dower lands was akin to those of thirteenth-century dower rituals and that the saint's story would seem relevant to an audience of Marie's contemporaries who were actively negotiating the economic exigencies of their own lives. 46 elsewhere i have demonstrated that Marie's La vie seinte Audrée had a second audience at least a century after she wrote, including nuns and lay women of the highest social rank who lived in monasteries as boarders, women whose life experiences differed considerably. Virgins, married women, widows, and vowesses all gathered at campsey ash, a priory for women, and would have been privy to the saints' lives in the fourteenthcentury manuscript in which La vie seinte Audrée was preserved and which, according to an inscription on the last folio, was read during mealtimes at the priory. 47 That La vie seinte Audrée would have appealed to a variety of aristocratic women is unquestionable: audrée was a virgin, a wife, a widow, and a divorcée; she was a princess, a queen, a nun, and an abbess. 48 Based on its content and its reception (not to mention its composition in the language of the anglo-Norman court), we can be reasonably certain that Marie's primary audience was a group of contemporaries, aristocratic women who may well have been married and later in life became nuns. Her reasons for choosing audrée were, most likely, the flexibility offered by the saint's multiple roles and by the narrative gaps left by previous hagiographers.
as we have seen, Marie adapted a story that heretofore had only briefly dealt with the saint's marriages and embellished it with details about chaste marriage and the difficulties a woman might experience in such a situation. Not content simply to present the narrative as one of superior holiness, however, Marie demonstrated how a female audience should understand audrée's choices and the difficulties she faced. a series of statements that addressed the realities of women's marital experiences, moreover, provide some indication of Marie's motives. These asides offered a commentary on audrée's life even as they established a direct correlation between the women who heard the poem read aloud and the woman about whom it was written. 46 Wogan-Browne, "Re-routing the Dower," 37. 47 "ce liure <est> deviseie a la priorie de Kampseie de lire a mengier [This book is intended for the priory of campsey ash to read at meals]." Russell notes that deviseie is ambiguous and might also mean here "'to plan, devise, arrange; to assign, designate; to bequeath'" ("The campsey collection," 63). We can take this statement, therefore, only to mean that it was available at campsey for reading and not that it was made or commissioned by the house. 48 Marie's description of audrée's ascetic life as a widow placed her at ely, which she claimed had been a dower gift from Tonbert. Symbolically, Marie suggested that the marriage gift reflected the vow of chastity made by the couple (lines 768-69). For a persuasive discussion of women's literacy and the intersections between religious and lay audiences see Felicity Riddy, "'Women Talking about the Things of God': a late Medieval Sub-culture," in Women and Literature in Britain, 1150-1500, ed. carol M. Meale (cambridge: cambridge university press, 1993), 104-27. in effect, these insertions were the means by which Marie spoke directly to her audience and made the story of audrée culturally intelligible. 49 in presenting the details of the two marriages, Marie often interrupted the narrative to comment on specific points. When discussing audrée's carnal desire for Tonbert, for example, Marie showed great regard for the saint's resistance and self-determination while she indicated the ordinariness of women's sexual desire:
it would be difficult to ever find a girl who was married Who was not vanquished and overcome By this carnal desire. 50 The comment, which seems intended to draw the reader's attention by its change of tone and mood, was carefully positioned to help an audience understand that audrée's desire was all too common. it illustrated the saint's exceptional capacity for managing her physical impulses, even as it allowed Marie to remind her audience that audrée was a woman who suffered because of her choices. This passage itself referred directly to Marie's previous discussion of audrée's desire, and the phrase "carnal desire [charnel coveitise]" and the demonstrative pronoun "this [icel]" make Marie's referent explicit to "this carnal desire of which i have been speaking."
By referring directly to her subject matter, Marie demonstrated how the audience is to draw on their own experiences to understand audrée's life. They should be impressed, as she was, by the difficulty of audrée's situation as well as awed by the saint's self-control. To encourage this response, Marie stressed the difficulty of marital chastity by using verbs that referred to the power struggle inherent in dealing with one's sexual desire. Marie selected verbs that suggested conquest and submission, defeat and surprise. 51 The many nuances of vaincre, for example, include "to defeat," "to conquer," "to get the better of," "to subdue," "to master," and "to overcome." The verb surprendre has similar connotations, including "to overtake," "to catch," and "to entrap," but it might also be rendered as "to take by surprise," "to astonish," or "to amaze." These words allowed 49 Mccash ("La vie seinte Audrée: a Fourth Text," 770) notes several instances where Marie addressed the audience directly, but she does not examine the comments Marie offered about marriage. Russell ("The campsey collection," 61, 68) indicates that several of the saints' lives in the campsey manuscript end with prayers or injunctions to the audience to pray for the author; he adds that the Modwenna legend also ends with an expectation of a communal response. He also explains that in three lives, those of Saints Osith, Faith, and Modwenna, the narrator addressed the audience as seignurs, which should be understood as an address both to ladies and to monks.
50 La vie seinte Audrée, lines 381-84: "envis seroit onkes trovee / pucele que fust mariee / Ke ne fust vencue et surprise / par icel charnel coveitise." 51 See, for example, ibid., lines 1039-44, where forms of vaincre are used three times to illustrate how audrée overcame the will of both husbands.
Marie to demonstrate how difficult it would be to live in a chaste marriage, even as she showed an understanding of the sexual demands of the female body and how these impulses could overwhelm. Where she had first offered a concrete illustration about how audrée managed to overcome her own desires, Marie used this comment to speak more generally about women's sexuality. in broadening her discussion to include all women, Marie asked her audience to consider women they might have known who, after marriage, had been overcome by sexual desire and perhaps also to ask themselves if they knew of anyone not moved by sexual feelings. implied here is Marie's directive that her audience examine their own experiences regarding sexual desire and compare them to audrée's.
Marie's conclusion about women's sexual desire within marriage could easily be read as a common misogynist trope about the excessiveness of female desire. in another writer's hands it might well have been intended as such, but Marie seemed not to be invoking the antifeminist tradition so much as demonstrating the real conditions of marriage for her audience. Marie's commentary indicated her awareness of the realities of a secular life compared with a religious one, for she insisted that desire was a consequence of living in the world rather than living a cloistered life: "it is rarely seen that those who are in / and who dwell in this world / Despise carnal desire."
52 That audrée would feel desire while married to Tonbert was, as Marie claimed, a predictable circumstance. This statement, however, provides a direct clue about the author's purpose: to demonstrate the difficulties inherent in choosing to live a religious life within a secular world or, perhaps more pointedly, the difficulties of choosing to live a religious life after marriage.
Marie acknowledged that choosing marriage also meant that it was less likely for a woman to control her sexual impulses. This led her to address not only the physical realities of sexual pleasure but also, if obliquely, the social obligations required by marriage-cohabitation, sex, and procreation-and how these obligations centered the couple in the secular realm, where sexual desire was omnipresent. Marie made it explicit that she was addressing women who had experienced the sexual joys of marriage when she asserted:
One is able to remember in her heart The fun she had in marriage, and of the carnal temptation When she was with her husband. Her comment pressed the point and, at the same time, provides some insight into Marie's own life experiences. She seemed to be remembering her own past, the joys of secular marriage, and the desires that arose within it. Still, this passage need not be read as only an autobiographical reference. We might also consider that Marie used it as a narrative device to provoke further reflection. in this way the asides helped the audience to think through the issues of audrée's life in a very personal way. in effect, the narrator used her commentary to prick remembrance, that is, to force women to consider audrée's experiences in marriage alongside their own life experiences.
These narrative interruptions, which speak about marriage, desire, and religious vocation, suggest that Marie was writing specifically to an audience of women who had been married before taking religious vows, perhaps women who had become nuns later in life, as well as vowesses who had chosen a commitment to chastity in their widowhood or even widows who had taken up temporary residence in a nunnery like campsey ash. 54 if she had been married herself, Marie might have used these asides to remind her audience about the meaning of marriage and to help them recall their own marital experiences as they consider the life that audrée has led, even as she compliments them for choosing a religious life after their marriages have ended. Since only the one copy of the poem survives, produced much later than when Marie composed it, the original audience for La vie seinte Audrée remains uncertain. Given the sole survival of this account within a codex held by an important nunnery in Suffolk peopled by aristocratic women, however, we might reasonably assume that the text circulated within communities that housed the most privileged women whose wealth stemmed in large part from advantageous marriages before they adopted the life of the cloister. if so, it might well explain why the elements of carnal desire and personal agency were added to La vie seinte Audrée, even as it may explain why Marie opted to present audrée as a martyr to sexual desire.
While the presentation of a married woman who elected to maintain her religious devotion in the secular realm of marriage was in keeping with the narrative of the chaste marriage, La vie seinte Audrée did not advocate the complete renunciation of marriage in favor of a religious life. instead, the poem suggested that, despite the necessity of marriage and of social obligations, a woman could imagine a life lived according to her own will. 55 a woman might have to "live like a martyr" in order to maintain her desires, but she could do it. The description of audrée's willingness to love her 54 Blanton (Signs of Devotion, 201-28) provides an extensive account of isabella ufford, countess of Suffolk, who took a vow of chastity at campsey ash and likely lived there during part of her widowhood. isabella serves as an important example of an aristocrat who fits the secondary audience for La vie seinte Audrée, for as a vowess and patron of campsey she most likely would have heard it read aloud during meals there. 55 Wogan-Browne makes this point in "Re-routing the Dower," 37.
first spouse even as she restrained her own physical responses to that love in favor of a greater spiritual desire is a concrete example. indeed, La vie seinte Audrée also offered a description of audrée's forceful resistance to the threat posed by her second husband, which illustrates how successful the saint had become at resisting any desire (whether her own or others') that might lead her away from God. When the narrative shifts and describes the second husband as a potential rapist who threatens the virgin's purity, Marie ascertained that audrée "set all her desire / On the husband who will never die." 56 The narrative, then, demonstrates how audrée became a full-fledged martyr in the face of external attacks on her chastity, and, at this point, Marie skillfully redirected her narrative to suggest that the saint's desire has been appropriately focused on God all along. Describing audrée as one "Without any carnal desire / By which she should lose her chastity" 57 and as one "seized by the love of God,"
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Marie proceeded to remind her audience how audrée controlled her desires through self-mortification and, in so doing, suffered in the ways that martyrs suffered, indeed in the way that christ suffered:
This one was never killed, Still her body was put on The cross where Jesus christ suffered Death, when longinus struck him. in fasting, in keeping vigils, and in crying She tormented her body night and day. For this behavior, this virgin was embraced in that holy company . . . . . . . . . . . enduring the torments as she had, She caused herself to be joyous and happy. Without spilling blood, she was a martyr in keeping vigils, in tears, and in desire, in hunger, in thirst, and in nakedness. For the sick ones, she was in anguish For the dangers of the sea and to make amends for all the people.
59
in private communication Mccash indicated she and Barban believe that "pur les perils de la mer" contains a scribal error, for the latin source text reads "pro periclitantibus" and the line in La vie seinte Audrée is hypometric. They suggest that "those in danger on the sea" may have been intended. This line might also be a reference to a miracle story in which audrée saved some sailors, as Rupert pickens suggests in his unfinished work on the Liber miraculorum as the source for Marie's La vie seinte Audrée. i am grateful to these colleagues for their advice on this point. 60 This presentation of martyrdom through the vanquishing of desire is repeated in the later anglo-Norman life of edward the confessor, written by Matthew paris. See La Estoire de seinte AEdward le rei, ed. Kathryn Young Wallace (london: aNTS, 1993), ii, 1255-56.
Here, Marie indicated the possibility of martyrdom through suffering. like christ, audrée was scourged, chastened, and, in some way, crucified. The various forms of ascetic behavior-fasting, keeping vigils, and weeping-indicate finally how audrée punished her body, and Marie stressed that these behaviors earned her a place in heaven. Taking this idea further, Marie indicated that suffering brought audrée joy, for in so doing, she made amends for others. in the second part of this passage, moreover, Marie added two elements to the list of ascetic behaviors: desire and nakedness. Where nakedness (either exposure to the elements or the choosing of coarse cloth) had long been a topos of the hagiographical tradition, indeed, one of the behaviors associated with audrée, the specific use of "desire [desir]" to rhyme with "martyr [martir]" in the next line is telling. Without bloodshed and without death, audrée was a martyr because she suffered the torments of desire. Here, other desires were made manifest (the desire for food, for drink, for sleep, for comfort), but so was the desire for sex. Having made it her theme in this first section of the vie, the inclusion here of "desire" served to illustrate the possibility of martyrdom for aristocratic women.
as Marie described the second marriage, she more closely adhered to the traditional virgin martyr narrative to show how audrée successfully eluded egfrid's advances. Still, the subversion of hagiographical topoi explicit in the "chaste spouse who desires her husband" and of the "virgin who tortures her own body" destabilized the categories of virgin martyr and chaste spouse, conflating them in a way that gave complete agency to audrée. This reordering was deliberately executed, for Marie's wording continued to emphasize issues of desire and negation, as in her description of the first marriage, but the terms were shifted appropriately when the author recounted the details of the second marriage: egfrid desired audrée, and audrée, who desired only God, successfully evaded his advances. Suffering in this way, as Marie demonstrated again, leads to martyrdom, a martyrdom far different from the one the queen endured before. 60 Typically, the virgin martyr narrative ended with the saint's death, but Marie, who had yet to recount the saint's life as abbess of ely, was obliged to return to her source text, the Liber Eliensis, to continue the story of the saint's religious career. While it might seem the virgin martyr sequence remained unfinished, the conclusion of how successfully the story of audrée could be adapted to this framework: positioning audrée as queen, abbess, and patron of religious institutions, Marie transformed her source significantly, recounting various churches and monasteries founded by the royal saint; in fact, Marie stressed audrée's patronage as a widow who used the dower properties from her two marriages to support religious houses. 61 The conflation of narrative models in Marie's vie produces an alternative narrative type, one that might seem disjunctive but, in reality, conformed to the various hagiographical traditions about female saints even while it transformed them. While biographies about holy women routinely centered on bodily experiences, the stories of virgin martyrs were almost always focused on physical torture or self-deprivation. Marie invoked this motif of physical discomfort to demonstrate the social realities of aristocratic women's experiences and their negotiations about marriage, desire, wealth, patronage, volition, and faith. in diverging significantly from her sources and models, Marie offered, therefore, a presentation in which desire was equivalent to volition and expressed through self-abnegation. The resonances that this text may have had for an aristocratic female audience are suggestive. 62 When we consider the placement of La vie seinte Audrée in a codex belonging to such a prominent aristocratic nunnery as campsey ash, we must recognize the significant contribution of Marie's work, which so successfully commingled elements from two related hagiographical traditions. at the same time, it provided an unconventional position regarding sexual desire, even as its focus on the realities of women's lived experience offered a direct link between the textual matter about audrée and the aristocratic women who received it. in essence, then, Marie used the life of audrée to illustrate how aristocratic women could have agency in their own lives, even when their life circumstances were prescribed by the institutional and spiritual strictures others placed upon them.
